
Grade 4 Learning from Home Task Board 

Monday 27 April 
Hi Grade 4! 

 

Here are the tasks for you to complete at home today. You can use your iPad for some of these tasks but remember it’s important to practice your handwriting skills by 

writing on paper too. If you can, you may upload your work or a photo of your work to your personal Google Drive folder.  

Thank you. 

 

Reading - 30 minutes Writing - 30 minutes 
Learning 

Intention: 

To understand the importance of asking questions when reading. Learning 

Intention: 

To plan my ideas for my informative text using my research 

Success 

Criteria: 

I am successful when I can: 
❏ Think about what I already know about questioning 
❏ Identify the 3 types of questions and learn more about them  
❏ Think about and record 2 questions during independent 

reading 

Success 

Criteria: 

I am successful when I can: 

❏ research the topic I am writing about 

❏ plan and organise my ideas using my research 

Task: 

 

 

This week in reading we will be learning about questioning.  
Think about: 

- What is a question? 
- Why is it important to ask questions? 
- How does this help me when I am reading? 

Remember we know that questions help us to understand the text we 
are reading.  
 
We ask questions before, during and after reading! 
 
We can ask 3 different types of questions: 

- literal (the answer is stated directly in the text) 
- inferential (I have to use the clues to find the answer, I might 

have to use my prior knowledge as well) 
- analytical (you may have to think deeper about the text and 

formulate an opinion) 
 
Use the QR codes to watch the 2 videos to learn more about the 
different types of questions we can ask.  
 

Task: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last week we began brainstorming topics to write an information 

report on. Information reports are a type of non fiction text used to 

give us facts and information about a topic. 

 

Using the topic you selected last week, we are going to start 

researching our topic. We are also going to use the information that 

we already know. 

 

Before we research, we will need to create sub-headings for our 

information report. We use sub-headings so our writing is organised 

into paragraphs 

 

Write your topic at the top of your page and split your page into 6 

boxes. In each box, write a different sub-heading. Once you have done 

that, start researching your topic and fill in each box. 

 

For example: 



 
 
After finishing the task, complete Independent Reading for at least 15 

minutes. Record your reading in your diary. 

While you’re reading, think of 2 questions you’re wondering about 

your book and record them.  

 
*If you find the above task too challenging, you may choose your own 
task from the Fiction Choice Board to complete. 
  

 

*You don’t need to complete all 6 boxes today as you will also have 

time tomorrow. 

Completed: ❏  
Completed: ❏  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lions 

 
 

  

  

  

Habitat 
Lions live in Africa. 
They mostly stay in 
grasslands.  

Food 
Lions are carnivores. 
This means that they eat 
the meat of other 
animals 



Numeracy - 30 minutes Personal, Social and Active Learning - 45 minutes 
Learning 

Intention: 

To use tools that will support my mathematical learning. Learning 
Intention: 

To create a Daily Routine chart that will help with my day 

 

Success 
Criteria: 

I am successful when I can: 
❏ use tools to visualise my learning 
❏ solve addition and subtraction problems using MAB. 

Success 
Criteria: 

I am successful when I can: 
❏ identify the events in the day 
❏ organise the events in the Daily Routine chart 
❏ discuss my Daily Routine chart with my family 

1. Warm Up: 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

2. Task: 
 

Warm Up: 
Magic Squares 

Fill all the boxes so that each 
column and row (both up and 
down) equal 33 when added 

together.  
 
 
 
Task: 
Today, you are going to practice 
using MAB blocks to solve addition and 
subtraction problems. Scan the QR code 
below to open the ‘Base Ten Blocks’ tool 
on Cool Math 4 Kids. 
 
Then, you will create 10 addition and 10 
subtraction problems using dice, cards or 
you could make your own set of 0-10 
cards, and roll the dice or flip the cards to 
create 2 or 3 digit problems. 
 
For example: you could roll a dice 4 times to make: 53 + 31 = 
Or you could flip cards 6 times to make: 923 - 172 = 
 
Have a go at using the MAB blocks to solve these sums and take 
screenshots along the way to show your thinking. 

Task: Staying home and learning remotely everyday can become challenging 
for everyone. When learning from home, it is important to follow a 
routine. Having a daily routine will help you stay healthy and focused 
on your learning. 
 

  
 
Using an app of your choice, or the template provided, you will create 
the Daily Routine chart for yourself.  
 
Your daily routine should include following times: 
 
1)wake up 
2)Webex/your learning (don’t forget to include a break time) 
3)play 
4)an exercise 
5)chores 
6)sleep 
 
Your daily routine will look different from your friend’s. This is because 
every family has different commitments and schedules while everyone 



is at home.  
 
When you completed your Daily Routine chart, show it to your 
family and have a discussion. Will it work with them? If necessary, 
make a change to fit with your family routine/schedule. 
 
Your challenge now is to use this Daily Routine chart to help with your 
day from today.   

Completed: ❏  
Completed: ❏  

 


